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ReFLect [4] is a functional programming language designed and implemented at Intel’s Strategic
CAD Labs under the direction of Jim Grundy. The language is strongly typed and similar to ML,
but provides certainreflectionfeatures intended for applications in industrial hardware design and
verification. Like LISP,reFLect has quotation and antiquotation constructs that may be used to
construct and decompose expressions in the language itself. Unlike LISP, these mechanisms are
typed. The language also provides a primitive mechanism for pattern-matching, and in particular
for defining functions over code by pattern-matching on the structure ofreFLectexpressions. The
design ofreFLectdraws on the experience of applying an earlier reflective language calledFL [1]
to large-scale formal verification problems within Intel’s Forte framework [8].

One of the intended roles ofreFLect is to be the host language for a functional HDL. As with
other work based on Haskell [2, 7] or LISP [5, 6], a key requirement is the ability to simulate
hardware models by program execution. Circuit descriptions are just functional programs, which
we can simply run to simulate the circuits on test case inputs. But in addition to this simulation
capability, we also wish to execute various operations on the abstractsyntaxof circuit descriptions
written in the language. We want to be able to write programs that ‘see’ the code of a circuit de-
scription. This allows us, for example, to program circuit design transformations [10] as functions
that traverse code—or simply to generate netlists for other design tools.

This talk at DCC 2006 will illustrate how the reflection features ofreFLect can provide both
simulationanda handle on circuit structure (intensional analysis) within a single, unified language
framework. We will present a small HDL embedded withinreFLect. In the spirit of the approach
pioneered by Sheeran inµFP [9], circuit descriptions are built up in this HDL from primitives
using higher-order functions that implement various ways of composing sub-circuits together. The
reflection features ofreFLectwill then be employed to allow a single-source circuit description in
this language both to be executed for simulation and to be executed to generate circuit netlists.

Lava [2] is an HDL based on Haskell that also supports simulation by execution and circuit
netlist generation with a single functional source. Lava achieves this using non-standard interpre-
tation, laziness, and functional data structures with ‘observable sharing’ [3]. Our presentation at
DCC will show how the reflection features ofreFLect can be employed to achieve single-source
simulation and netlist generation in an arguably simpler and more direct way. We will also of-
fer some speculations on capabilities available with our approach that seem beyond what can be
achieved in Lava—for example the syntactic analysis of circuit descriptions before flattening into
netlists.
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